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Abstract. We present here the sensitivity of the SABRE (Sodium iodide with Active Background
REjection) experiment to benchmark proto-philic, spin dependent, Inelastic Dark Matter models
previously proposed due to their lowered tension with existing experimental results. We perform fits
to cross section, mass, and mass splitting values to find the best fit to DAMA/LIBRA data for these
models. In this analysis, we consider the Standard Halo Model (SHM), as well as an interesting
extension upon it, the SHM+Stream distribution, to investigate the influence of the Dark Matter
velocity distribution upon experimental sensitivity and whether or not its consideration may be able
to help relieve the present experimental tension. Based on our analysis, SABRE should be sensitive
to all the three benchmark models within 2-5 years of data taking.
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1 Introduction
The presence of Dark Matter (DM), some non-luminous, non-baryonic material within the Universe,
is well supported by astrophysical observations dating back to the 1930s [1]. While in principle
this additional matter could be either of Astrophysical or Particle origin, observations such as [2, 3]
tend to favour the latter case. Based on these observations, this particle or particles must be a
new addition to the Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM). Among the many possible particle
candidates, Weakly Interactive Massive Particles (WIMPs) have drawn a lot of attention, due to the
possibility of naturally accounting for the right abundance through thermal production in the early
universe - the so called “WIMP Miracle” [4, 5]. There are three main ways to try to detect WIMP
candidates: Direct Detection (DD), which tries to observe the scattering of a DM particle with SM
matter, Indirect Detection (ID), which aims to detect the products of annihilations of DM particles,
and Collider Searches, where one infers the presence of long-lived particles in the products of high
energy collisions taking place in hadron or electron colliders.
Although the existence of DM is largely accepted within the physics community, to date all these
search methods lack experimental observation of it. The only notable exceptions to this are the
results published by the DAMA Collaboration over the last 15 years. For nearly two decades DAMA
have consistently observed a modulating signal consistent with a WIMP DM presence in the galaxy
with a combined significance of 12.9σ, using a NaI(Tl) target [6]. To date, no other collaboration
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has manged to replicate or observe this modulation [7], a point of great tension within DM physics.
However, as DAMA is a DD experiment, it relies on a process that is highly dependent on the
relative masses of the DM and SM target, the velocity of the incoming DM, and the process or
particle that mediates the interaction. Typical DD targets are noble gases or crystal scintillators
that produce a detectable signal when a collision with DM occurs, and a DM interaction with one
target does not guarantee interaction with another due to their different nucleon composition. Thus,
in order to conclusively refute or support DAMA/LIBRA’s results, tests must be conducted in a
model independent way using an experiment with the same target and method, as non-NaI targets
must assume some model a priori for comparative analysis [8].
What remains compelling about the DAMA results despite the ongoing tension is their modulating
nature. The presence of DM within the galaxy is expected to produce a signature modulation due
to the Earth’s rotation around the Sun as it moves through through the galactic DM. When the
motion of the Earth opposes the solar velocity, the relative velocity between the DM and the target
will be at a minimum, compared to when it is moving in the same direction as the Sun. This effect
will occur regardless of the actual particle physics interaction taking place, as it is dependent only
on the velocity distribution of DM, not any particular target. Although the modulating component
is typically at least an order of magnitude smaller than the average, because most background
contributions are constant in time a modulating signal can be easier to observe. The only signals that
contribute to a modulating background are potential seasonal effects - particles or processes, such as
cosmic muons, that change with the seasons, and so will have the same period as a DM modulation.
However, unlike DM (which is galactic in origin), seasonal modulations will have a different peak
depending on which hemisphere measurements are taken in, while DM should produce identical
signals. These background modulations can be modelled or measured separately to exclude them
from the DM data set. The modulation that DAMA has observed above background has a phase,
amplitude, and period consistent with galactic DM. Thus, to verify DAMA’s claimed signal, another
NaI-based detector needs to observe the same modulation. At present, the candidate experiments
that are equipped to perform this model independent analysis are SABRE [9], COSINE-100 [10] and
ANAIS-112 [11].
If a NaI based experiment does manage to observe the DAMA/LIBRA modulation signal, the null
results of other experiments still require an explanation. The absence of any observation in agreement
points towards more exotic models for DM, as the DAMA result is excluded for the most simplistic
case - an elastic, spin independent interaction [12]. One such model that has received increased
attention of late is that of Inelastic DM (IDM) [13–15], where the DM particles scatter inelastically
off of nucleons into higher mass states. In this case, the assumption is made that DM is constructed
from at least two distinct but related particles, χ and χ′, where the mass difference between the
two states is given by δ = m′χ −mχ > 0. This produces a kinematic suppression for the interaction,
where the value of δ constrains the target masses that will be sensitive to DM scattering. Herein lies
the allure of this model. By carefully constraining mχ and δ, lighter targets such as fluorine can be
left blind to these interactions, explaining the lack of a signal at experiments like PICASSO [16]. In
particular, the case of proton-philic spin dependent inelastic DM (pSIDM) [17–19] also constrains
the interaction of DM with targets that have an odd number of neutrons - thus also explaining the
absence of a signal at Ge and Xe target experiments such as CDMS and XENON1T [20, 21]. This
solution, even though it might require some degree of fine tuning of the operator coefficients, the
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DM mass and mass splitting, cannot be excluded by the present experimental landscape. Such a
model, however, can feasibly be observed other NaI detectors.
In this paper we present the best fits to data and explore the sensitivity of SABRE using the three
pSIDM models proposed in Ref. [17] as benchmarks. We will use different velocity distributions to
investigate their influence on both fitting models and experimental sensitivity. The paper proceeds
by briefly describing in Sec. 2 the SABRE experiment, currently in its proof-of-principle stage, then
presenting an overview of the rate calculation for interactions assuming different velocity distribu-
tions in Sec. 3. Our results for fits to DAMA/LIBRA data and the sensitivity of SABRE to the
models investigate are given in Sec. 4, followed by our conclusions in Sec. 5.
2 The SABRE Experiment
The SABRE experiment is a DM DD experiment using a NaI(Tl) target that aims to observe the
annual modulation reported by DAMA/LIBRA [9, 22], and thus confirm or refute the DM claim. It
differs in two key ways from DAMA/LIBRA and other NaI DM experiments to ascertain whether
the modulation is a genuine DM signal or some yet unaccounted for background. The first is the use
of an active veto, producing a much lower background, and the second is detectors placed in both
the Northern and the Southern hemispheres. These should be able to distinguish between seasonal
modulation (for which detectors in different hemispheres will be out of phase by six months) and DM
modulation (for which the detectors will have exactly the same phase). The background computed
from Monte Carlo simulations was reported in Ref. [9], where it was shown that the application of
the active veto greatly reduced the SABRE background, and increased experimental sensitivity to
lower recoil energies. For our analysis here, we assume the background with the veto on, shown in
Fig. 1 with a solid black line.
Figure 1: SABRE background from Monte Carlo simulations, taken from [9].
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We will also assume the exposure for the fully instrumented SABRE, which will have 14 NaI crystals
of around 3.5 kg each, giving a total active mass of 50 kg. The threshold and detection efficiency
are the same as that reported for DAMA/LIBRA in [23]. It should be noted that in reality, these
values may differ for the actual SABRE experiment in the future.
Ultimately, one detector will be placed in the Stawell Underground Physics Lab in Victoria, Australia
and the other in the Gran Sasso National Laboratory in Italy - both of which have a water equivalent
depth of 3 km. The present purity levels, shown in Tab. 1 suggest that the background levels in
Fig. 1 will likely decrease further as technology develops for the full detector, making SABRE the
lowest background NaI experiment in the recoil energy range of interest, 1-6 keV.
Experiment 39K (ppb) 238U (ppt) 232Th (ppt) 210Pb (mBq/kg)
DAMA/LIBRA [24] 13 0.5− 7.5 0.7− 10 (30− 50)× 10−3
ANAIS-112 [25] 31 < 0.81 0.36 1.53
COSINE-100 [26] 35.1 < 0.12 < 2.4 1.74
SABRE (NaI-033) [27] 4.3 0.4 0.2 0.34
Table 1: Purity levels of NaI crystals of various experiments.
3 Dark Matter Recoil Rate
3.1 Dark Matter Interactions
DM interactions with SM particles can be expressed using Effective Field theory (EFT) with an
effective Hamiltonian constructed from a number of operators Oj that depend on the exact process
of the scattering:
H(r) =
∑
τ=0,1
15∑
j=1
cτjOj(r)tτ , (3.1)
where t0 = I and t1 = σ3, the third Pauli matrix. These operators depend on a number of different
factors, including the exchanged momentum ~q, the incoming relative velocity ~v, and the DM and
nuclear spins ~jχ and ~jN . The superscript τ allows for isoscalar (τ = 0) and isovector (τ = 1)
couplings, which are related to proton and neutron couplings cpj and c
n
j via
cpj =
(
c0j + c
1
j
)
,
cnj =
(
c0j − c1j
)
.
(3.2)
Following the methodology of Ref. [28–30], these operators can be used to calculate the cross section
for scattering between DM and a nucleus via typical EFT formalism. The couplings ci influence the
detection rate via the inclusion of the nuclear form factors F
(ab)
ij (v, q), which convert the scattering
cross section of a single nucleon into a cross section that can be used for a full target nucleus. This
is computed using the squared scattering matrix element, averaged over spins;
1
2jχ + 1
1
2jT + 1
∑
spins
|M|2 = m
2
T
m2N
15∑
i,j
∑
a,b=0,1
c
(a)
i c
(b)
j F
(ab)
ij (v, q), (3.3)
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where ci,j are the same coefficients of Eq. 3.1. Here, and throughout the paper, N subscripts refer
to an individual nucleon while a T refers to the full target nucleus. A full list of the form factors
used in this analysis for 23Na and 127I can be found in Appendix A of Ref. [28].
Ref. [17] presented analysis for DM scattering off a NaI nucleus with jχ = 0, 1/2, and 1 in an attempt
to find a combination of these coupling constants that is able to fit both the annual modulation
observed by DAMA, and the absence of a signal at other experiments. To ease computation, in the
process they expressed these coupling constants as a vector c0
c0 =
15∑
i
∑
a=0,1
c
(a)
i eˆ
a
i = c0cˆ0, (3.4)
where e
(a)
i are unit vectors. In this way, the fit of the couplings constants can be separated into the fit
of the direction and norm of the vector cˆ0. Thus, all the information about the relative contributions
of different operators/form factors are contained within cˆ0, allowing for c0 to be pulled out of Eq.
3.3 as a common factor:
1
2jχ + 1
1
2jT + 1
∑
spins
|M|2 = m
2
T
m2N
c20
∑
i,j
∑
a,b=0,1
cˆ
(a)
i cˆ
(b)
j F
(ab)
ij (v, q). (3.5)
Adopting the parameterisation
σ0 ≡ µ
2
Nc
2
0
pi
(3.6)
then allows for fits to a DM cross section σ0, as well as mχ, δ, and the components of cˆ0. Fits from
Ref. [17] for the lowest tension pSIDM models in the three different spin cases, assuming an escape
velocity of 550 ms−1, are shown in Tab. 2.
Case Spin (jχ) m (GeV) σ0 (cm
2) δ (keV) Non zero cˆ0 components
1 0 11.1 3.9× 10−27 22.8 cˆ07 = 0.68 cˆ17 = 0.73
2 1/2 11.6 4.7× 10−28 23.7
cˆ04 = −0.0014
cˆ05 = −0.032
cˆ06 = 0.692
cˆ14 = −0.0015
cˆ15 = −0.0166
cˆ16 = 0.7217
3 1 11.4 5.7× 10−32 23.4 cˆ
0
4 = 0.0717
cˆ05 = 0.1892
cˆ14 = 0.0753
cˆ15 = 0.9764
Table 2: The non zero coupling constants and fit to DAMA/LIBRA data from Ref. [17] analysis.
To demonstrate the proto-philic nature of these three models, we also present the explicit proton
and neutron couplings in Tab. 3. Neutron couplings are around an order of magnitude weaker
than the proton ones, demonstrating why these models are able to evade detection by the XENON
collaboration.
Using these coupling constants, we are able to assess SABRE’s sensitivity to the three models for
a range of mχ and σ0, as well as finding the best fit to DAMA/LIBRA for mχ, σ0, and δ (keeping
the direction of the coupling ‘vector’ fixed) and comparing it to the lowest tension fit computed by
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Case Proton coupling Neutron coupling
1 cˆp7 = 1.41 cˆ
n
7 = −0.05
2
cˆp4 = −0.0029 cˆn4 = 1.0× 10−3
cˆp5 = −0.0486 cˆn5 = −0.0154
cˆp6 = 1.414 cˆ
n
6 = −0.0298
3
cˆp4 = 0.147 cˆ
n
4 = −0.0036
cˆp5 = 1.166 cˆ
n
5 = −0.788
Table 3: The proton and neutron couplings for the models shown in Table 2.
Kang et. al. [17].
3.2 Benchmark Models
The exact interaction that occurs between DM and a nucleus is described by the non-relativistic
nucleon operators Oi corresponding to the non-zero couplings ci for a particular model. Each of
these operators will correspond to an effective high energy operator - the result of integrating out the
(unknown) mediator, which tells us about the DM model under consideration. In some cases, a non-
relativistic nucleon operator may be associated with more than one high energy effective operator,
meaning that the two models cannot be distinguished via direct detection experiment. All operators
given in this section to describe the benchmark models from Ref. [17] under consideration are non-
relativistic and, apart from O4, all are suppressed by powers of v, q, each of which approximately
gives a suppression on the order of (10−3). For more detail as to how these are derived from their
corresponding high energy effective operators, see Ref. [28, 30].
Case 1 depends on operator O7, and as such describes a nucleon spin (sn) dependent interaction
with explicit velocity dependence:
O7 = sN · v⊥ (3.7)
which will have receive a suppression of v2. Here, as in Ref. [17], v⊥ is defined as v⊥ = ~v + ~q2µNχ ,
satisfying v⊥ · ~q = 0 and (v⊥)2 = v2 − v2min where in the inelastic case
vmin =
1√
2mTER
∣∣∣∣mTERµχ,T + δ
∣∣∣∣ . (3.8)
Combinations of operators 4, 5, and 6 dictate cases 2 and 3, so these are expected to produce similar
DM interactions. All three depend on the DM spin (sχ), and O5 and O6 will have either q4 or q2v2
momentum/velocity suppression, while O4 is the standard spin-dependent operator, not suppressed
by any power of q or v. Operator O5 does not depend on the nucleon spin sN , and therefore is
spin-independent, but still suppressed by v2q2,
O4 = sχ × sN ,
O5 = isχ ·
(
q × v⊥
)
,
O6 = (sχ · q) (sN · q) .
(3.9)
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Models two and three will include additional interference terms due to the fact that F4,5, F4,6 6= 0.
The momentum suppression present in all three models considered here is to be expected, as this
alleviates the constraints implied by droplet detectors and bubble chambers [31]. As such any model
that reduces tension between DAMA/LIBRA and other experiments is likely to include momentum
suppression to some degree.
3.3 Differential Average and Modulated Rates
The differential interaction rate, with respect to nuclear recoil energy ER, between a target nucleus
and DM particle is given by
dR
dER
=
ρ
mTmχ
∫
vflab(~v)
dσT
dER
d3v, (3.10)
where flab(v) is the DM velocity distribution in the lab frame, and the velocity integral goes from
vmin, in the lab frame, up to the galaxy escape velocity. We can express the differential cross section
as
dσT
dER
=
mT
2piv2
 1
2jχ + 1
1
2jT + 1
∑
spins
|M|2
 ,
=
mT
2v2
σ0
µ2N
m2T
m2N
∑
i,j
∑
a,b=0,1
cˆ
(a)
i cˆ
(b)
j F
(ab)
ij (v, q)
 .
(3.11)
Thus, to evaluate an experiments sensitivity, or to fit to mχ, σ0, and δ, a particular velocity distri-
bution f(v) and the direction of the vector cˆ0 must be chosen in order to evaluate the interaction
rate. Typically, one can interpret Eq. 3.11 as the particle physics content of the interaction rate,
while f(v) is the astrophysical contribution. To allow for easier computation by separating the two,
we make the observation that all the terms in the form factor sum are either independent of velocity,
or proportional to v2, given in appendix A.2. This allows us to write
F
(ab)
ij (v, q) = F
(ab),1
ij (q) + v
2F
(ab),2
ij (q), (3.12)
and therefore separate the cross section into 2 terms, with different velocity dependance.
dσT
dER
=
1
v2
(
dσ1T
dER
+ v2
dσ2T
dER
)
(3.13)
dσlT
dER
=
mT
2
σ0
µ2N
m2T
m2N
∑
i,j
∑
a,b=0,1
cˆ
(a)
i cˆ
(b)
j F
(ab),l
ij (q)
 . (3.14)
Using this, we are able to rewrite Eq. 3.10 in terms of two integrals:
dR
dER
=
ρ
2mχ
σ0
µ2N
m2T
m2N
∑
i,j
∑
a,b=0,1
cˆ
(a)
i cˆ
(b)
j
(
F
(ab),1
ij (q)
∫
flab(~v)
v
d3v + F
(ab),2
ij (q)
∫
vflab(~v)d
3v
)
. (3.15)
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These can be computed after expressing the DM velocity distribution in the lab in terms of the DM
velocity distribution in the galaxy frame f(v)
flab(~v) = f(|~v − ~vE |), (3.16)
where ~vE = ~v+~vt is the Earth’s velocity taking into account the solar velocity ~v and the rotation
of the Earth around the Sun ~vt. Thus the velocity integrals can be expressed as
∫
flab(~v)
v
d3v = g(vmin) =
∫∫
D
v flab(~v)dv dΩ,∫
vflab(~v)d
3v = h(vmin) =
∫∫
D
v3 flab(~v)dv dΩ.
(3.17)
with D defined as
v > vmin(ER), |~v − ~vE | < vesc. (3.18)
These velocity integrals then form prefactors that, aside from vmin, do not depend on the particle
physics DM model in question. They are then multiplied by the appropriate form factors, giving
dR
dER
=
ρ
mTmχ
[
dσ1
dER
g(vmin) +
dσ2
dER
h(vmin)
]
(3.19)
=
ρ
2mχ
σ0
µ2N
m2T
m2N
∑
i,j
∑
a,b=0,1
cˆ
(a)
i cˆ
(b)
j
(
F
(ab),1
ij (q)g(vmin) + F
(ab),2
ij (q)h(vmin)
)
. (3.20)
where q is related to ER by
q2 = 2mTER. (3.21)
The benefit of expressing the rate in this way is that it allows us to separately calculate the astro and
particle physics contributions. This makes computation and comparison for different combinations
of DM interaction models and velocity distributions significantly easier to perform, as it removes
the need to reevaluate these integrals for every different DM model.
Modulating Signal
Due to the rotation of the Earth around the Sun, its velocity relative to the galactic DM will take the
form of a cosine function with a period of one year. As such, the total interaction rate is expected
to follow the same distribution. To make this clear, and to separate the average and modulating
components, expressions in Eq. 3.17 can be projected onto A+B cos[ω(t− t0)], giving an interaction
rate of the form
dR(t)
dER
=
dR0
dER
+
dRm
dER
cos[ω(t− t0)]
⇒ R(t) = R0 (1 + α cos[ω(t− t0)]) .
(3.22)
Here α = Rm/R0 is the modulation amplitude, and for most DM velocity distributions is expected to
be on the order of 1% [7]. Observation of this modulating signal is thought to be a clear signpost of
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DM within the galaxy, and can be observed without needing to assume any particular DM interaction
model. In addition to this, pSIDM models in particular are expected to have a much stronger
modulation than standard elastic WIMP models [32]. Thus, analysis of a clear R0 attributable to
DM as well as Rm may help to distinguish between various models under consideration.
3.4 Dark Matter Velocity Distributions
The velocity distribution typically assumed for galactic DM is the Standard Halo Model (SHM),
where the DM follows a Maxwell Boltzmann distribution
fSHM (v) =
1
(piv20)
3/2
exp
[
− 1
v20
(v − vE)2
]
. (3.23)
The values used for these constants in this analysis are given in Appendix A.1.
Recently, however, results from the Gaia satellite and astrophysical simulations have suggested
that the SHM is too simplistic to describe the DM content of the Milky Way [7, 33]. There are
a large number of new halo models that are now being considered, some of which may change the
interpretation of data gleaned from direct detection experiments. One such model accounts for the
substructure from the tidal stream disruption of satellite galaxies of the Milky Way, a stream S1
associated with DM that “hits the Solar system slap in the face” [33]. This anisotropic substructure
can be accounted for by adding terms to the SHM distribution, forming a distribution we will refer
to SHM+Str. These additional terms take the form
fStr(v) =
1
(8pi3σ2)1/2
exp
[
− (v − vE + vStr)T σ
−2
2
(v − vE + vStr)
]
, (3.24)
where the dispersion tensor σ is diagonal when derived in cylindrical coordinates, given by σ2 =
diag(σ2r , σ
2
φ, σ
2
z).
These terms are then combined with the SHM as a fraction of the local density, so
fSHM+Str(v) =
(
1− ρs
ρ
)
fSHM (v) +
ρs
ρ
fStr(v), (3.25)
where ρ and ρs are the relative population density of the SHM and stream distributions, usually
defined so that around 10% of the DM is in the stream. Again, the particular values used for this
distribution in our analysis are included in Appendix A.1.
3.5 Detector Response
The expression given in Eq. 3.11 makes the implicit assumption that we are dealing with an idealised
detector with 100% detection efficiency. In reality, the detection process will introduce additional
threshold cutoffs, and require calibration between the actual nuclear recoil energy, and the energy
measured by the detector.
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Quenching factors
Both experiments of interest for this analysis, DAMA and SABRE, are scintillation detectors, and
thus the quenching factor Q needs to be accounted for. This is used to equate the light output of
an electron (what is actually detected by equipment) with the nuclear recoil of the Na or I nucleus
(the result of the DM scattering). Essentially, it is a unit conversion between the observed electron
equivalent energy Eee (keVee) and the actual nuclear recoil energy ER (keVnr). This correction
takes the form
ER =
Eee
Q
,
dR
dEee
=
dR
dER
dER
dEee
.
(3.26)
The commonly accepted quenching factor of I is a constant 0.09, and for this analysis, the value used
for Na’s quenching factor is the constant Q = 0.3 assumed by Ref. [6, 17]. Analysis conducted in
Ref. [34] and ongoing at the Australian National University has demonstrated that in reality Na’s
quenching factor is energy dependent, effectively shifting the peak in the modulating interaction to
lower energies. Initial tests were conducted to find a fit to the DAMA/LIBRA data using these new
measurements for the Na quenching factor, but due to the shift in peak location, upon assuming the
couplings in Tab. 2 the interaction rate did not fit the trend suggested by the data. It is likely that
in order to use the quenching factor given in Ref. [34], new analysis of the kind presented in Ref. [17]
will be required to find more appropriate coupling constants. It is possible that this consideration
may help to alleviate tension between various results.
Efficiency and resolution
The threshold detection efficiency will influence the probability of an event of a given energy actually
being observed by the detector. For this analysis of SABRE, the values reported by DAMA/LIBRA
are sufficient. This efficiency rises linearly from a value of 0.55 at 2 keVee up to a value of 1 at 8
keVee and above [23].
In addition to this, the energy resolution of each detector will influence the observed rate of interac-
tion, effectively smearing the signal and causing recoils of energy Eee to be observed as a Gaussian
distributed spectrum [35]. Thus, the differential rate will undergo a transformation
dR
dE′
=
1
(2pi)1/2
∫ ∞
0
1
∆Eee
dR
dEee
exp
[−(E′ − Eee)2
2(∆Eee)2
]
dEee, (3.27)
where ∆E is the energy resolution of the detector. This analysis will again use the same expression
as DAMA/LIBRA for SABRE, given in Ref. [23] as:
∆E =
(
0.0091
Eee
keVee
+ 0.488
√
Eee
keVee
)
keV. (3.28)
The results are binned with a width of 0.5 keVee centred around the integers and half integers, going
from 1 keVee up to 5 keVee.
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Multi element targets
For DM targets that are made up of more than one element, such as NaI, the calculations for each
element must be done separately, then added together. Thus the total, overall rate will be given by
the rate of each target nucleus i, weighted by their contributing masses mi as a fraction of the total
molecular mass mTot:
dRTot
dER
=
∑
i
mi
mTot
dRi
dER
. (3.29)
So in the case of NaI (where the assumption is made that Tl does not interact with DM, and is only
present in small amounts to adjust the scintillation wavelength of NaI), the observed interaction rate
is
dRTot
dER
=
mNa
mNa +mI
dRNa
dER
+
mI
mNa +mI
dRI
dER
. (3.30)
4 Results
4.1 Best Fits for the Differential Rates
As was noted in Ref. [17] and in Sec. 3 of this paper, the fits reported in Tab. 2 are based on achieving
the lowest tension between various experiments, and as such are not necessarily the closest fit to the
DAMA/LIBRA data. These low tension fits are shown in Fig. 2 with their respective χ2 values,
assuming a constant Na quenching factor of 0.3. Although the tension is low for these models, they
are not the best fits available to the DAMA/LIBRA-phase2 data, compared to other models that
have been suggested, but then rejected by null results from other experiments [7].
Using RooFit, we have conducted new fits to the DAMA/LIBRA results for mχ, σ0, and δ, assuming
the DM spin and couplings given in Tab. 2. Effectively, we are changing only the normalisation of c0
as defined in Eq. 3.4 and not the direction. These were done for both the SHM and SHM+Stream
distributions with QNa = 0.3. Results are shown in Tab. 4, and in Fig. 3.
In general, these fits have increased the mass and decreased the cross section compared to those in
Ref.[17], but left the mass splitting approximately the same. These changes mean that these models
now potentially lie within the bounds on PICO60 given in Ref. [17]. However, increasing the value of
DM mass splitting in general reduces the sensitive regions of light targets [36], and so by demanding
some minimum value for δ based on the mass of fluorine, the models can still avoid constraints from
PICO, COUPP, and PICASSO which all use this as a target.
The use of the SHM+Stream distribution lowers the cross section only slightly, though this is non-
uniform across the models, likely due to the fact that the form factors depend on velocity in different
ways. This reduction in σ0 while leaving δ and mχ relatively unchanged can potentially help to al-
leviate tension with fluorine target experiments, based on the sensitivities presented by Ref. [17].
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(c) Model 3, χ2 = 33.5.
Figure 2: Lowest tension fits presented in Ref. [17]. Here the green dotted line gives the iodine
interaction rate, the red sodium, and the blue the total overall observed rate.
Velocity distribution Model mχ (GeV) σ0 (cm
2) δ (keV) χ2/dof
SHM
1 12.00 1.70× 10−27 22.81 3.2/5
2 12.02 1.51× 10−28 22.88 2.4/5
3 12.00 2.57× 10−32 23.18 2.2/5
SHM+Stream
1 12.00 1.34× 10−27 22.96 3.1/5
2 12.00 1.31× 10−28 23.17 2.6/5
3 12.00 1.20× 10−32 22.81 2.5/5
Table 4: Fits to various DM models from the DAMA/LIBRA data.
4.2 Sensitivity
As discussed previously, the consideration of inelastic DM introduces a kinematic suppression of the
interaction rate. As such, certain values of δ, given a specific target nuclei, will greatly constrain the
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Figure 3: Best fits to DAMA/LIBRA data with SHM (left) and SHM+Stream (right), for Model
1 (top), model 2 (center), and model 3 (bottom).
sensitivity of an experiment to lower DM masses. For SABRE to be considered sensitive to some
combination of mχ, σ0, and δ, the signal output by the DM scattering must be significantly higher
than the background reported by the experiment after applying veto, shown in Fig. 1. As such,
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observation (or lack thereof) of the modulation alone provides an easy test of the DAMA/LIBRA
data. In particular, to further validate the strength of these models, both the modulating and aver-
age rate should be distinguishable from the background.
If we are only interested in observing a modulating signal, the main source of a modulating back-
ground will be statistical fluctuations of the average signal and total background, which could poten-
tially create a false modulation signal that will mask the DM one. To model this, we first integrate
the observed differential rate given in Eq. 3.27 over the energy region of interest, here 1-6 keVee to
give the total observed rate as a function of time. This can then be projected onto 1 and cosω(t− t0)
to separate the modulating and average components, ultimately giving an expression of the form
RT = R0 +Rm cosω(t− t0). (4.1)
Similarly, the background given in Fig. 1 is integrated over the same energy interval to give a total
background RB. In this way, we now have expressions for the expected modulating signal, Rm,
and the expected constant signal, R0 + RB, that will be observed by SABRE. The total number
of observed events for some period of operation will also depend on the exposure of the SABRE
experiment, given by the total crystal mass multiplied by the number of days of operation. Assuming
SABRE will ultimately have 50 kg of active mass, the exposure, NE for a bin period of b days, is
NE = (50× b) kg · days. (4.2)
Using this, the total number of modulating events that occur over the period of SABRE’s operation
is given by NERm - the signal we are testing our sensitivity to. We want to be able to construct
a similar expression for the false modulation caused by the fluctuations in R0 + RB. This is done
by constructing a Poisson distribution f(k;NE(R0 + RB)), where b is equal to one month. This
distribution is randomly selected from to simulate background data over a year, then fit to a cosine
function to give the resulting false modulation amplitude. To ensure consistency this false modu-
lation, Rf , is generated a number of times and fit to a Gaussian distribution to find the average
value. From this we can construct our background only distribution, fB = f(k;NERf ), and the sig-
nal+background distribution, fS+B = f(k;NE(Rf +Rm)). To test the sensitivity, data is randomly
generated from fS+B over SABRE’s lifetime, and then the χ
2 fit of this data to fB is assessed. A
longer lifetime means a larger number of data points (one for every bin period, so equal to the total
number of operational months) will be selected from the distribution of events seen during one bin
period, making it easier to distinguish between the fS+B and fB distributions.
Setting δ and computing χ2 for a range of mχ and σ0 pairs, a limit for the sensitivity of SABRE
can be found with 90% confidence, corresponding to χ2 ≥ 2.71. This sensitivity has been calculated
for the three cases presented in Tab. 2 for DM mass between 1 and 40 GeV, and σ0 between 10
−38
and 10−25 cm21. This is shown for the both the SHM and SHM+Str in Fig. 4 along with the fits to
DAMA/LIBRA given in Ref. [17]. These limits are given after two years of operation in dotted lines,
and five in solid. It is clear that for all the cases considered, SABRE is well-equipped to corroborate
DAMA/LIBRA’s results within two to five years.
In all three cases we see an increase in sensitivity between two and five years of data taking, as
1This is much larger than the usual σSD0 ∼ 10−40 cm2, σSI0 ∼ 10−45 cm2 for direct detection due to the momentum
suppression, that can add up a significant additional suppression, ∼ O(10−6) for v2, q2 and ∼ O(10−12) for q4, q2v2.
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Figure 4: The 3 colored points indicate, each, a different best fit: black for the lowest tension fit
of Ref. [17], red for the best fit obtained in this work using MB speed distribution, green for our
result using MB+Str speed distribution. Sensitivity of SABRE after 2 (dashed) and 5 (solid), with
the different colours corresponding to values of δ from Tab. 3 and MB speed distribution (black), or
values of δ from Tab. 4 and MB (red) or MB+Str (green) speed distributions. Left panel : sensitivity
to model 1. Right panel : sensitivity to model 2. Bottom panel : sensitivity to model 3.
expected. In general, there also appears to be an increase in sensitivity for the the SHM+Stream
distribution, despite the fits in general having a larger mass splitting, which tends to reduce sensi-
tivity to lower cross sections. As such, this DM distribution is unlikely to play a role in reducing the
tension between DAMA/LIBRA and other experiments, as the sensitivity increase occurs without a
large change in the fit to data (the exception being model 3).
5 Conclusions
In this work we have considered proto-philic spin dependent inelastic Dark Matter models, which
have been shown to reduce the tension between the DAMA/LIBRA results and other experimental
collaborations. This is due to the fact that the inelastic nature of the DM constrains detectors that
use low mass targets, while the proto-philic nature blinds targets like Xe and Ge. Although it is
certainly possible to carefully design models such as this one that are able to explain the lack of
signal from experiments other than DAMA/LIBRA, the observed DM attributed modulation still
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needs to be confirmed. This can only be done with the use of a detector that utilises the same
target - NaI(Tl). One upcoming detector capable of doing this is the SABRE experiment. The
SABRE experiment, currently in the proof of principle stage, will have two detectors, placed in both
the Northern and Southern hemispheres, and is likely to be the lowest background DD experiment
with NaI target in the energy range 1-6 keV. This will allow SABRE, in the case of detection of a
modulation signal like in DAMA, to discriminate between a seasonal modulation, arising from yearly
variation of some background, and modulation due to Dark Matter.
In light of this, we have computed the expected interaction rates, assuming three benchmark models,
consisting of three different combinations of operators. These combinations were chosen as the ones
having the lowest tension with experiments using different targets, and are mostly comprised by
velocity and/or momentum suppressed operators. We have obtained and compared results using
different Dark Matter velocity distributions, the usual MB distribution, and a modified speed dis-
tribution made of the combination of a MB and a stream. We have compared the resulting rates to
the data from DAMA/LIBRA to find the best fit to the Dark Matter mass mχ, the cross section
normalization, σ0, and the mass splitting δ. All models predict a best fit with mχ ∼ 12 GeV and
δ ∼ 23 keV, while the normalization factor σ0 varies depending on the model considered, due to
the presence of different operators in each model. For every model, the value of χ2 per number of
degrees of freedom of the fit is very low. Using the same rates, we have also calculated the sensitivity
of the SABRE experiment, after 2 and 5 years of data taking, to all models investigated. We found
that SABRE is well-equipped to detect all three models within two years.
More analysis will need to be done with these fits and the sensitivity of other detectors to deter-
mine their level of tension with other experiments. Further analysis should also be conducted with
more recent measurements of the sodium quenching factor, as preliminary examinations suggest that
this tends to shift the interaction peak to lower energies, likely requiring a different set of coupling
constants to match the data presented by DAMA-phase2. Further studies could also be performed
to see whether including analysis of the average rate R0 might be better able to distinguish the
fits to DAMA/LIBRA between the various models, as to date the only constraint implied is that
R0 < 1 cpd rather than having any clear distribution, due to the fact that DAMA has yet to release
complete data for their average rate.
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A Relevant Expressions
A.1 Parameter values
There are a number of constants that need to be set in order to define various velocity distributions.
The general terms for the SHM are based on the values used in Ref. [36, 37]. Here we define
~vE = ~v + ~vt, where
~v = v(0, 0, 1),
~vt = vt(sin 2pit, sin γ cos 2pit, cos γ cos 2pit),
v = 230 kms−1,
vt = 30 kms
−1,
γ = pi/3 rad.
(A.1)
In this frame of reference, the DM velocity is expressed as ~v = v(sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ). Assorted
other constants are in Tab. 5.
SHM [38]
DM density ρ 0.3 GeV cm−3
Dispersion velocity v0 220 km s
−1
Escape speed vesc 550 km s
−1
SHM+Stream [33]
DM density ρ 0.5 GeV cm−3
Escape speed vesc 520 km s
−1
Dispersion tensor σ (115.3, 49.9, 60) km s−1
Stream velocity ~vs (8.6,−286.7,−67.9) km s−1
Stream density ρs 0.1ρ
Table 5: Values used for particular velocity distributions.
A.2 Form Factors
A full list of the DM form factors is available in two different forms in Ref. [28, 39]. The ones used in
this analysis are presented here, split into their velocity dependent and independent contributions.
Form Factor F
(ab),1
ij (q) F
(ab),2
ij (q)
F
(N,N ′)
4,4 C(jχ)
1
16(F
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F
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4
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m4N
F
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F
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M
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F
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F
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F
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F
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Σ′
1
8F
(N,N ′)
Σ′
F
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Σ′,∆′ 0
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Table 6: Form factor contributions to differential cross sections according to Ref. [39].
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